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Abstract: Microfluidic cooling has been demonstrated as 
an effective means of cooling microelectronic circuits due 
to its very low convective thermal resistance and potential 
for integration in close proximity to the area of heat 
generation.  However, microfluidic experiments to date 
have been limited to silicon with resistive heaters 
representing the heat generating circuitry.  In this work, a 
micropin-fin heat sink is etched into the back side of an 
Altera Stratix V FPGA, built in a 28 nm CMOS process.  
Thermal and electrical measurements are made running a 
benchmark pulse compression algorithm on the FPGA.  
Deionized water is used as a coolant with flow rates 
ranging from 0.15mL/s to 3.0mL/s.  An average junction-
to-inlet thermal resistance 0.07 °C/W is achieved. 

Keywords: FPGA, microfluidic cooling, micropin-fin 

Introduction 
As more functionality and higher density logic continue to 
be packed into increasingly dense systems, traditional 
cooling systems are being pushed to their limit, leading to 
the problem of dark silicon and throttled performance.  
Microfluidic cooling, first demonstrated by Tuckerman and 
Pease [1], has the potential to solve this cooling challenge 
for high power and high performance integrated circuits.  
Microfluidic cooling has the potential for very low 
junction-to-fluid thermal resistances in a very small form 
factor.  Low thermal resistance opens the possibility of 
cooling very high heat flux integrated circuits with a 
moderate inlet temperature, or moderate heat fluxes with an 
elevated inlet temperature. 

The most common method of cooling microelectronics has 
long been an air cooled heat sink mounted on top of the 
packaged integrated circuit, as shown in Figure 1 (a).  
Efficacy is limited with this solution and can be improved 
in several ways through the use of microfluidic cooling.  
First, due to the small heat sink dimensions and properties 
of the liquid coolants, much lower convective thermal 
resistances can be achieved with microfluidic cooling when 
compared to direct air cooling.  Additionally, in the 
traditional configuration shown in Figure 1 (a), there is a 
large conductive thermal resistance due to the large 
distance and, more importantly, several material interfaces 
through which heat must conduct in order to reach the heat 
sink.  In order to improve thermal resistance at these 
interfaces, two levels of thermal interface material (TIM) 

are used, but these interfaces still remain a major bottleneck 
in total junction-to-ambient thermal resistance.  By etching 
the heat sink directly into the silicon die, conductive 
thermal resistance between the heat source and heat sink is 
minimized. 

 
Figure 1.  (a) Traditional microelectronic system (b) 
Microelectronic system with monolithic integrated 
microfluidic heat sink 

 
Since Tuckerman and Pease achieved a thermal resistance 
of 0.09 °C/W using microchannels etched into silicon, a 
great deal of effort has focused on achieving improved 
thermal resistance and characterizing microchannel or 
micropin-fin heat sinks with correlations to predict 
performance [2,3].  However, research to date has focused 
on passive silicon dice with resistive heaters representing 
the heat producing circuitry.  In this paper, we present a 
functional microfluidic-cooled CMOS circuit. 

An Altera Stratix V FPGA, built in a 28 nm process, was 
post processed to integrate a micropin-fin heat sink directly 
into the back of the flip-chip bonded silicon die, a few 
hundred micrometers from the transistor gates.  This 
microfluidic-cooled FPGA was then tested with deionized 
water as a coolant at several flow rates and inlet 
temperatures.  All testing was performed with Altera 
Stratix V DSP development boards.  A comparison was 
made with a stock board with the default air cooled heat 
sink.  Testing was performed at flow rates ranging from 
0.15 mL/s to 3.0 mL/s 

Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. 
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USE CASE? - PATTERN RECOGNITION AND TRACK FITTING
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Figure 1.1: Baseline upgrade programme of the LHC accelerator complex over the next two decades. The
plan shows the scheduled long shutdowns for the machine and experiment upgrades, and the projected
luminosities delivered by the LHC in a three-year run period following each long shutdown [1.2].

will allow ATLAS [1.1][1.3][1.4] to collect an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 after ten years482

of operation. The HL-LHC upgrades of both the machine and the experiments will occur in483

the Long Shutdown 3 between 2024-2026, allowing full exploitation of the LHC physics pro-
gramme.484

The high luminosity configuration of the LHC will target an integrated luminosity a factor
of 10 higher than that expected to be delivered by the end of Run 3. Figure 1.2a shows the485

possible evolution of the luminosity during the HL-LHC era. In Run 4 the luminosity will486

progressively increase potentially attaining a levelled instantaneous peak luminosity of L =487

5 ⇥ 10
34
cm

�2
s
�1 (hµi ' 140

1), which would be maintained for the duration of the HL-LHC488

lifetime. In this configuration, approximately 250 fb�1 will be delivered to each experiment per489

year, for a total of 3000 fb�1 by the end of Run 5. The configuration assumes 160 days of physics
operations of the LHC complex per year and a physics efficiency of 50%.490

The main parameters of the HL-LHC have been re-optimised in 2016 [1.2]. Table 1.1 com-
pares the nominal parameters of the LHC with three possible HL-LHC configuration schemes,
in operation in times in 2017:491

• the standard 25 ns configuration,492

• the “Batch Compression Merging and Splitting (BCMS)" scheme: a different configura-
tion with reduced transverse emittance which may be utilised if operations with high
beam intensities result in unforeseen emittance blow up, and493

• the “8b4e" configuration consisting of 8 colliding bunches followed by 4 empty (colli-
sionless) bunches which may be implemented to mitigate the impact of electron-cloud
effects.494

If the performance of the HL-LHC can be pushed further and the experiments are able to

1The average number of interactions per bunch crossing values are calculated using the formula hµi = L ⇥
�inel/nb⇥frev, where the total inelastic proton–proton cross section is assumed to be �inel = 85mb at

p
s = 14TeV,

the LHC revolution frequency is frev = 11.245 kHz, and nb is the number of colliding bunches at the ATLAS
interaction point.

6 1 An Introduction to the TDAQ Phase-II Programme

Utilizzo delle tracce a livello di trigger 

Identificazione del vertice primario di interazione 
per soppressione del pile-up 

Identificazione di elettroni, jets da quark beauty 

Calcolo di quantità come EtMiss 
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Figure 5.7: The CPU usage required to reconstruct a tt event in the ITk as a function of the average
pileup, for the inclined ITk layout [5.4]. The total CPU usage required to reconstruct the charged par-
ticles in the ITk (filled squares) is compared to the corresponding CPU requirements for reconstructing
the current Run 2 detector (open square) at an average pileup of 20 events per bunch crossing. The CPU
usage required for the track-finding (circles) and for the ambiguity resolution (triangles) separately are
also shown.

evolution of the above technologies will be followed, so that the baseline choice may be recon-
sidered in case of a major technological breakthrough.2234

Software tracking will still be done in the EF when the ultimate precision is needed, other-
wise tracks will be requested from the HTT and simply unpacked and used in EF selections.2235

More advanced software reconstruction techniques for calorimeter and muon detectors will2236

also be needed to achieve performance robust against pile-up and fast enough to run online.2237

In general these will be drawn from or developed with the offline reconstruction, as a high
correlation in EF and offline reconstruction efficiencies is desirable.2238

5.4.2 Event Filter System Overview2239

The EF system will have interfaces with the HTT and Dataflow systems, principally the Storage2240

Handler and Event Builder. Figure 5.8 shows the interactions among these systems. The EF2241

communicates with the HTT via the HTT Interface (HTTIF) which is not shown here but is
described in Section 5.4.5.2242

The EF overall receives events at 1 MHz, with each event assigned to a particular EF pro-
cessing unit (EFPU). The full event is not read by the EFPU process at this rate. First informa-2243

tion only from the L0 CTP and Global Trigger is used to determine the RoIs related to the L02244

triggers which passed. The sequences of reconstruction algorithms to run and the choice of2245

whether or not to use the HTT are driven by this information. If regional tracking is required,2246

the EF reads the ITk module data corresponding to the relevant RoIs and sends this to the2247

rHTT. The system is designed for up to 10% of the ITk data to be requested and used in this2248

way, as explained in Section 6.12. If the rHTT was used, the EF then takes a trigger decision2249

based on the regional tracks and Global Trigger objects such as topological calorimeter clusters,2250

to reject some events and reduce the rate to 400 kHz. The dataflow system can take advantage2251

of the above partial event data access pattern and transfer the full event data only for accepted2252

events. If global tracking is required, which will be determined by the trigger menu, around2253

5.4 Event Filter System 95
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Figure 13.2: Diagram of a HTT unit showing interconnections within HTT modules and with the HT-
TIF. Each HTT unit comprises six AMTPs and one SSTP. Each AMTP and SSTP house two mezzanine
cards called PRMs and TFMs, respectively.

� within the specified ⌘� � range, pT above a certain threshold (2 GeV for rHTT and 1 GeV for6037

gHTT), |z0| < 15 cm and |d0| < 2mm. Therefore, two HTT ⌘ � � regions adjacent in � share a6038

number of ITk detector elements due to the curvature of tracks, while two HTT ⌘ � � regions6039

adjacent in ⌘ will also share a number of ITk detector elements due to the range of track z0 that6040

they cover. This overlap is discussed further in subsequent sections and is taken into account
fully in the dataflow estimates.6041

13.2 Interface with Event Filter6042

Tracking requests with the corresponding ITk data will be sent from EFPUs to the HTT over6043

the network. The size, shape and number of ITk regions to be processed for regional tracking6044

can be freely chosen within the HTT processing limits (up to 10% of ITk data at 1 MHz). A6045

static mapping between ITk modules and the HTT units will be used. An ITk module will6046

be mapped by the EF to one or more HTT units to allow for overlaps. Each HTT unit will be6047

assigned to find tracks in a given HTT ⌘�� region that corresponds to all tracks with the ⌘ and6048

� parameters within that range. In order to do this, the ITk module mapped to a HTT unit will6049

include those needed to have full acceptance for the bending of the tracks in the magnetic field
and for the size of the luminous region (beam spot).6050

The steps that will return HTT tracks are as follows:6051

1. The EFPU algorithm decides whether the request is for regional or global tracking. For
global tracking, data from all ITk modules mapped to a given HTT unit will be sent to6052

the unit for tracking. In the case of regional tracking, the EFPU will determine which6053

ITk modules correspond to the RoI where tracks are requested. All information available6054

at this stage of EFPU processing can be used to select the ITk modules. The tracking

286 13 Hardware-based Tracking for the Trigger (HTT)


